Art Garden Scavenger Hunt

Can you find it?

- ☐ A circle
- ☐ A bridge
- ☐ A sculpture up high
- ☐ The letter C
- ☐ Something you can fit in
- ☐ An animal
- ☐ Something made of marble
- ☐ A place to take a nap
- ☐ A hat
- ☐ The color blue
- ☐ A set of stairs
- ☐ Toes

Can you draw it?

You’re the artist; complete the rest of this sculpture. Be creative! Keep in mind its surroundings as well.

Can you pose it?

Pick an Art Garden sculpture, like Sophie (1990) by Tony Hochstetler, pictured to the left. See if you can pose in a similar shape. Up for a fun challenge? Try a more abstract sculpture that may require multiple poses.
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